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Abstract

THE EXTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMME (EQAP) FOR THE FAO/IAEA ANTIBODY FMD ELISA IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA

The external quality assurance programme (EQAP) consists of three equally important items: the questionnaire, the
monitoring of the internal quality control data and the external quality control test panel. The EQAP is conducted twice per
year. The first round of the EQAP for the FAO/IAEA liquid phase blocking ELISA being used in Southeast Asia was carried
out in 1995-1996. A total of 10 laboratories from Asia participated. The round consisted of three FMD sero-types (O, A and
Asia) for both, the antigen and antibody ELISA. No interim report was produced, but results were communicated on an
individual basis. The second round was initiated in late 1998. Participating laboratories were the same as in 1996. This time
the EQA proficiency exercise consisted only of one sero-type (Oj Manisa) for the FMD Antibody ELISA. The results of this
round are presented in this report. All participants replied to this EQA exercise. Out of ten participants six laboratories
returned all EQA components (EQC results, IQC data and questionnaire). Four laboratories did not return the complete set of
the EQA panel. Three out of five EQC samples achieved an overall agreement of 100%. Two EQC samples were excluded
from the evaluation because a minimum of 80% of agreement between participants was not achieved. In comparison to the
reference values for the EQC samples as established by the World Reference Center (WRC), UK, the participating
laboratories produced lower PI values for the three positive samples 2, 8 and 5 and higher PI values for the negative samples
10 and 9 resulting in a decreased binding ratio. Nevertheless results show that all laboratories are able to detect a strong
positive sample and no equivocally result was obtained for the two negative samples. Weak positive sera close to the cut-off
are problematical for a minority of the laboratories, which tested these samples negative. The closer the sample comes to the
cut-off the less agreement between laboratories is reached and the number of false negative results is likely to increase. These
findings result in reduced assay sensitivity. Nevertheless, most of the laboratories correctly identified all EQC samples
indicating that the assay itself works properly and that the majority has a good proficiency for conducting the assay. Most of
the IQC data were located within the established upper and lower control limits indicating that the majority of laboratories
have a good routine use of the assay and that the ELISA is under control. From the information supplied in the questionnaire
it can be concluded, that more attention must be given to quality control/assurance issues (e.g. auto-measuring of IQC data
and calibration procedures). Comparing the results from the FMD96a and this round it is concluded that the number of
responses and the quality of EQC and IQC results has improved considerably. Detailed information on the results of this
EQA round have been published in an interim report entitled: "The external quality assurance programme for use with the
FAO/IAEA FMD Antibody ELISA (EQAP/FMD/1998a)".

1. INTRODUCTION

For any testing laboratory it is essential, that assurance can be given that the test results
produced are valid and reliable. It is also very important, that results are comparable between different
laboratories involved in similar assessments. Many diagnostic tests contain an element of subjectivity
in their interpretation of results and this renders both internal and external assurance difficult to
operate. One of the distinct advantages of an ELISA-based system is the objectivity of reading the
results and the ability to process data using a computer. Thus, it is possible to incorporate a high level
of internal quality control for every ELISA test plate used. Indeed, internal quality control is now a
routine operation for most laboratories utilizing FAO/IAEA ELISA based testing systems [1].

Equally important is the determination, whether a laboratory is giving the correct interpretation
of the results, even if the assay is shown to be functioning correctly. The procedures for establishing
the assurance that the test results provided from a laboratory are reliable, form the basis for an external
quality assurance programme (EQAP).

In September 1994, an FAO/TAEA consultants meeting was convened with the aim of extending
and further improving the EQAP for veterinary laboratories in developing countries utilizing
FAO/IAEA ELISA kits. The meeting focused on establishing procedures that would lead to
'recognition' of veterinary laboratories as competent in utilizing FAO/IAEA ELISA kits for specific
diseases and tasks. The conclusions and recommendations of this meeting are contained in the report
"Establishment of external quality assurance procedures for use with FAO/IAEA ELISA kits" [2].

This improved EQAP for veterinary laboratories is based on i) proof of the presence and use of
quality assurance/quality control systems, ii) the continual satisfactory performance of processes and
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output and iii) participation in external quality control test rounds. To obtain such proof, the EQAP
consists of three critical elements as detailed below.

1.1. Survey questionnaire

A questionnaire-based survey of individual laboratories is utilized to provide a regular system
for monitoring the presence and use of the key quality elements. It is a mandatory requirement, that all
laboratories participating in the FAO/IAEA EQAP should complete and return such a questionnaire.
The information gathered through the questionnaire is updated at least once per year by the officer in
charge' in the participating laboratory. The satisfactory presence of the relevant key elements is
determined by the EQAP Co-ordinator in close collaboration with the appropriate Technical Officer of
the Sub-programme in Animal Health and Production of the Joint FAO/IAEA Programme and forms
an essential part of the assessment of the participating laboratory.

1.2. Internal quality control (IQC)

It is mandatory that laboratories fulfill the requirements for IQC as specified in the designated
standard assay protocol. These include the use of appropriate reference standard control sera, the
application of test acceptance criteria, the monitoring of test performance through the use of control
charts, and the provision of relevant data for third party assessment. IQC data are used to assess the
repeatability and precision of the test conducted in that particular laboratory [3]. These data can be
used by the test operator to detect trends and shifts in test performance [4].

1.3. External quality control (EQC)

External quality control involves proficiency testing, i.e. inter-laboratory comparisons between
two or more laboratories. For inter-laboratory proficiency testing, each laboratory conducts the
designated test method on a defined panel of test samples, the EQC panel. Identical panels of test
samples are dispatched to the participating laboratories for concurrent testing. The proficiency testing
is conducted twice per year.

In February 1998, a consultants meeting entitled "The FAO/IAEA External Quality Assurance
Programme (EQAP) and Movement Towards a Generic Veterinary Diagnostic Testing Laboratory
Accreditation Scheme" was convened to consider the design, impact and proposals for future
implementation of the current FAO/IAEA EQAP for animal disease diagnosis and make
recommendations with regard to its central purposes and future direction, hi addition, the Consultants
considered the broader question of a generic QA 'accreditation' scheme for veterinary diagnostic
testing laboratories that could be made available through international, regional, or national
organizations as appropriate to the country of interest. This broader discussion was stimulated by the
fact, that few developed and no developing countries have nationally organized schemes to measure
and recognize the QA systems and technical competence of veterinary diagnostic testing laboratories,
but such a scheme is of vital importance to the quality of policy and decisions and actions taken on
national animal health issues and the international trade of livestock and livestock commodities. It
followed that, in the Sub-programme's role as a Collaborating Center to the Office International des
Epizooties (ODE or World Animal Health Organisation), it would be appropriate to consider the
FAO/IAEA EQAP within the broader scope of an international scheme for veterinary diagnostic
laboratory accreditation for two reasons 1) to use information learned through the design and
implementation of the FAO/IAEA EQAP to assist in the appropriate development of an international
scheme and 2) to ensure that the FAO/IAEA EQAP objectives and procedures are in harmony with
international QA guidelines as they develop in this area [5].

The objectives of the EQAP effort were and remain to a) develop reference data for the
assessment of new FAO/IAEA diagnostic assay performance in the field, b) determine the user's
general QA status and specify assay proficiency, c) enhance the user's QA awareness and culture,
d) provide an organized and transparent mechanism to enhance the national and international
credibility of the user's laboratory, hi addition, the data developed through the FAO/IAEA EQAP can
be used from a programmatic perspective as baseline data for a) the development of appropriate

The officer responsible for the diagnosis and monitoring of rinderpest in an EQAP participating laboratory.
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intervention strategies, b) monitoring project implementation, and c) evaluation of project impact
during and after the project's conclusion.

It is recognized that the FAO/IAEA EQAP is programmatic in nature and is designed to assist
counterpart laboratories to bridge the gap between what they have now and formal national or
international recognition of quality management and technical competence.

The first round of the EQA for the FAO/IAEA liquid phase blocking ELISA was carried out in
1995/1996. A total often laboratories from Asia participated. The round consisted of three FMD sero-
types (O, A and Asia) for both, the antigen and antibody ELISA. No interim report was produced, but
results were communicated on an individual basis.

The second round was initiated in November 1998. Participating laboratories were the same as
in 1996. This time the EQC proficiency testing exercise consisted only of one sero-type (Ol Manisa)
for the FMD Antibody ELISA. The results of this round are presented in this report. To assure
confidentiality participating laboratories were identified with a code number.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Many parties are involved in the different steps of the EQAP and great effort from each
participant is needed to assure final success. An overview of the different steps and involvement for
the EQAP is shown in Fig. 1.

2.1. Questionnaire

Laboratories, which had already completed the questionnaire during a former EQA round,
received a copy of their completed questionnaire and were asked to review and, if applicable, update
the information. Laboratories, which had not completed or returned the questionnaire during former
EQAP round were sent a new questionnaire and were asked to complete and return it.

The questionnaire consisted of the following 9 categories:

- A : Administrative information
- B : General information on other diagnostic activities performed in the laboratory
- C : Laboratory facilities
- D : Maintenance and calibration of equipment

E : Handling of test results
- F : Monitoring of IQC data
- G : Laboratory staff

H : Other quality assurance procedures within the laboratory
- I : Availability, specifications and usage of computers.

2.2. Internal quality control (IQC) data

The IQC data provide valuable information on the test performance in an individual laboratory.
The IQC data for the FAO/IAEA antibody FMD ELISA consists of the four replicates of the antigen
control (Ca), of the high positive control (C++), of the medium positive control (C+), and of the
negative control (C-).

Prior to incorporation into the ELISA, the IQC samples were tested extensively under different
circumstances at the Institute for Animal Health (LAH), Pirbright Laboratory, UK, using the same
ELISA to establish the upper and lower control limits (UCL and LCL). These control limits are
provided with the FACT SHEET of each new ELISA kit.

As part of the EQAP, the participating laboratories received "ELISA DATA SHEET FOR THE
IQC DATA OF THE FMDV ANTIBODY SREENING/TITRATION ASSAY" to fill in the IQC data
for each sero-type including other relevant information e.g. date and plate number. Additionally an
Excel spreadsheet was distributed at the final RCM in Cambodia to be used for storage, analysis and
display of IQC charts.
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For IQC evaluation, the mean and ± 2 STD (standard deviations) of the 4 values of the 4 wells is
taken for the Ca as OD values. For C++, C+ and C- the mean and ± 2 STD of the 4 values of the 4
wells is taken as percentage of inhibition (PI values).
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FIG. J. Overview of the FMD ELISA EQA round

2.3. External quality control test panel

The external quality control (EQC) test panels consisted of five freeze-dried serum samples,
three positive samples and two negative samples. The EQC test panels for this round were prepared
and dispatched by Dr. Nigel Ferris, IAH. The positive serum samples were derived from
experimentally immunized cattle. The test samples, 1.0 ml serum per aliquot, were freeze-dried in one
batch at IAH. The samples were tested prior to and after freeze-drying. Each test sample was
subsequently labelled with a unique code number. Hence each laboratory received uniquely coded
unknown test panels.

The laboratories were requested to reconstitute the EQC samples on the day of testing using
attached distilled water and to treat and test these samples in a manner identical to that of their field
sera. The laboratories were requested to provide the EQC results in terms of OD and PI values on two
separate ELISA data sheets (screening and titration) including IQC data of the ELISA plate and — if
possible — to submit a full computer printout of the test plate.

2.4. Distribution

In November 1998, the EQC test panels were dispatched together with the ELISA kits from
IAH, principally by international courier to the UNDP offices in the different countries. All
participating laboratories and their associated UNDP offices were notified by fax/telex/e-mail of the
date of dispatch. The laboratories were urged to collect the EQC test panel from their respective
UNDP Offices as soon as possible. Since the sera were freeze-dried, it was not expected that the time
or temperature experienced during shipment would add any unwanted variables.

It is assumed that after a maximum of two weeks post-shipment the Technical Officer receives
the confirmation fax. After receipt of the confirmation fax the laboratory is given three weeks to
produce and return results resulting in a maximum of five weeks from shipment of the EQA panel to
the receipt of results.
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Results from some laboratories were received very late by the EQA co-ordinator. These
laboratories are requested to pay attention that their results are received on time during the next rounds
to assure that they will be included in the report, hi general, laboratories are requested to adhere more
strictly to the deadline for submission of results.

3. RESULTS

All participants replied to this EQA exercise. Out often participants six laboratories returned all
EQA components (EQC results, IQC data and questionnaire). Four laboratories did not return the
complete set of the EQA panel. Three out of five EQC samples achieved an overall agreement of
100%. Two EQC samples were excluded from the evaluation because a minimum of 80% of
agreement between participants was not achieved. An overview of the results as received by the EQA
co-ordinator is given in Table I.

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF EQA RESULTS AS SENT BY PARTICIPANTS IN ROUND FMD98a

Lab. Code EQC IQC Questionnaire

1 v v v
2 V V V
3 * V V
4 * * A/ V V
5 V V V
6 V V V
7 V V V
8 V V
9*** •>/

io V
Total 10 9 8 7

IQC: Internal quality control data
EQC: External quality control data
*did not supply titres
** did only supply titres
*** laboratory reported not having received the panel

3.1. Questionnaire

Nine laboratories (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10) returned the completed and/or updated
questionnaire during the two EQA rounds. No questionnaire information was received from laboratory
9. A summary is given below.

3.1.1. Pipettes, tips and ELISA readers

Most laboratories use pipettes from Finnpipette (3), followed by Biohit Proline® (2), Titertek
(2), Labosi (3), BDSL (2), Costar (1), Pasteur (1) and Sealpipette (1). Most frequent are tips from
Costar (3) followed by Biohit Proline® (2), Gibson (1) and Traceplastics (1). Most of the laboratories
use single-channel in the range of 5-50 ul (6), 50-250 ul (7) and 250-1000 ul (4) and multi-channel
pipettes in the range of 5-50 ul (8), 50-250 ul (7) and 250-1000 ul (2).

The Immunoskan Plus from BDSL is the most frequently used ELISA reader (7), followed by
Dynatech (2), (Multiskan MCC/340 (1), Multiskan Plus Mark II (1) and Pasteur (1).

3.1.2. Power supply/air condition

Six laboratories indicated to have power supply problems. Four laboratories have regular power
problems of less than 12 hours and two of irregular duration. Five reported to have power problems on
an irregular and one on a weekly basis. Three laboratories have no problems regarding power supply.
Four reported problems of no power at all, one reported voltage instability. One laboratory indicated a
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'typhoon' as the source of its power problem. No laboratory reported power problems taking longer
than 12 hours. Four laboratories use a stabilizer. The majority (7) have access to an emergency power
supply and have access to a generator (7). One does not have access to a generator. All have air-
condition (9).

3.1.3. Handling of test results and ELISA manuals

With regard to plate reading and calculation of ELISA results the majority use the EDI
programme (6), four laboratories indicate to calculate manually raw OD values read with Procomm
and two use ELISA software from IAH and Australia.

Three laboratories indicate to use a computer to link test results with other details of source
sample using EPI-INFO (1), PANACEA (1) and Excel (1). Four laboratories do not link test results
through a computer but manually through a laboratory logbook. Information from laboratory 10 could
not be evaluated. The majority of the laboratories (6) monitor their IQC data to determine whether the
ELISA plate readings are 'within' limits and can be accepted. Laboratory 7 indicates to monitor its
IQC data with a special software programme QCEL. Laboratory 6 has produced its own Excel
spreadsheet to monitor IQC data. Laboratory 1 does not monitor IQC data and the information
supplied from laboratory 10 could not be evaluated.

All laboratories (9) use the ELISA manual from IAH, Pirbright/FAO/IAEA.

3.1.4. Sample storage

All laboratories (9) store the serum samples at -20°C in most cases using Cryopreservation
vials. Additionally, one laboratory uses Nalgene storage system and one laboratory indicates to use
another system. Seven laboratories have access to -80°C freezers and two to Liquid Nitrogen facilities.
Laboratory 4 indicates that it has access to -70°C and laboratory 5 indicated that it has no access to
-80°C but that it has sharing facilities for -20°C. Four laboratories reported to establish a serum bank.
Three indicate that they do not establish a serum bank. Information from laboratory 4 could not be
evaluated.

3.1.5. Water quality, filters/columns and equipment calibration

All laboratories (9) have access to deionized (5) and/or distilled (4) and/or double distilled (3)
water. Seven of them reported to have a maintenance schedule in place. Filters/columns are changed in
the following manner: 'according to manufacturer' (2 laboratories), 'once per month' (1 laboratory),
one laboratory 'not regularly', one 'according to machine sometimes', one laboratory 'every six
month' and one laboratory 'every three years'.

The majority (8) reported that no equipment calibration is carried out. Only one laboratory
indicates to calibrate its pipettes and reader.

3.1.6. Laboratory staff training

Laboratory staff has an average of 3.5 years of experience with ELISA (minimum one year to
maximum five years). Additional FMD ELISA training was received by seven analysts through
participation in FAO/IAEA training courses (4), on the job training given by local experts (3), visiting
FAO/IAEA experts (5) and other type of training, e.g. fellowships (1).

3.1.7. Computer/data processing

All laboratories reported that a computer is used for reading of ELISA plates and/or storage of
data. Most of the machines are equipped with a 486 processor (6), followed by three Pentium and one
386 processor.

3.1.8. Diagnostic techniques

Besides ELISA the following diagnostic techniques are in place.

For detection of FMDV agent/antigen virus isolation (4), inoculation in suckling mice (2),
CFT (1), PCR (1), CSPA(l).
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For serological antibody detection to FMDV: VIA (2), NT (2), CFT (1), AGID (2).

The main purpose of testing is for control as part of an eradication programme (8) and for
disease diagnosis (8).

3.2. IQC data

A total of eight laboratories (1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) submitted IQC results for sero-types A, ASIA,
C and O in this round. No IQC data were received from laboratories 3 and 10 (Table II).

From the IQC data analysed it can be concluded that most of the internal controls are within the
limits as established at the World Reference Laboratory (WRL), UK, These limits are given in
Table III.

TABLE II. IQC DATA RECEIVED PER LABORATORY AND SERO-TYPE

Sero-type
Laboratory code A

V
V

V
V
V

Asia

V
V

V
V
V

c

V
V

o

V
V
V
V
V

Labi

Lab 2

Lab 3

Lab 4

Lab 5

Lab 6

Lab 7

Lab 8

Lab 9

Lab 10

Total

TABLE III. IQC LIMITS

7 6

LCL

2

UCL

8

Ca (OD)

Ca (PI)

C++ (PI)

C+ (PI)

C- (PI)

0.8
-25
90

50

0

1.9
25

100

90

49

LCL = lower control limit
UCL =upper control limit

Most of the laboratories supplied IQC data per sero-type written on a uniform datasheet, which
was supplied together with the EQA panels. Some laboratories are very efficient in monitoring their
IQC data and in applying regular calibration procedures, e.g. laboratory 7 uses QCEL for monitoring
ELISA and laboratory 6 has produced an Excel spreadsheet, which is used to produce IQC charts. This
spreadsheet was slightly modified (e.g. 2 STD for intra-assay variation instead of 1 STD) and handed
out to the participants at the final RCM in Cambodia to be used for further analysis and storage of
their individual IQC data. From the IQC data supplied it can be concluded that most of the internal
controls are within the limits as established at the WRL. Individual IQC data (per laboratory and sero-
type) and basic statistics can be viewed in the interim report entitled "The external quality assurance
programme for use with the FAO/IAEA FMD antibody ELISA (EQAP/FMD/1998a)" [6]. The plotted
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error bars are indicative of the 'within plate' variation, i.e. the variation between the 4 values of one
control sample on one ELISA plate. The variation between the mean values of a control sample on
different ELISA plates provides information on the 'between' plate variation. As one aims for a high test
precision, both types of variation should be as small as possible and not exceed the UCL and LCL.

3.2.1. Inter-laboratory comparison of IQC results

Figures 2a-d show IQC data per sero-type based on the summary statistics given for each
laboratory. The graphs represent the mean value of each control (OD Ca, PI C++, PI C+, PI C-)- The
bars represent 2 STD. Upper and lower control limits as established by the WRL are shown as a dot
line. Results from Figures 2a-d can be summarized in three categories:

I. Mean (dots) and 2STD (bars) within control limits (UCL, LCL).

II. Mean (dots) are within control limits, but 2STD (bars) outside.

III. Mean (dots) and 2STD (bars) outside control limits.

The length of the bar is a measure for the degree of variation.

Table IV resumes the results as shown in Figs. 2a-d giving an evaluation based on the three
categories mentioned above.

Results show that Laboratory 1, 2 and 6 fall within category I, showing, that most of the mean
and most of the 2 Standard Deviations fall within the established upper and lower control limits. The
assay seems to be under control.
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Overview IQC data (OD Ca) per serotype and laboratory
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FIG. 2a. Inter-laboratory comparison ofOD Ca IQC data
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Overview IQC data (PI C++) per serotype and laboratory
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FIG. 2b. Inter-laboratory comparison of PI C++ IQC data
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TABLE IV. OVERVIEW OF CATEGORY PER SERO-TYPE AND LABORATORY

Sero-type A

Category I
Category II
Category III

Sero-type Asia

Category I
Category II
Category III

Cont. Sero-type

Category I
Category II
Category III

Sero-type O

Category I
Category II
Category III

1
X

1
X

C

1

1
X

2
X

2
X

2

2
X

3

3

3

3

4

xi

4

4

xi

4

xi

Laboratory code
5 6

X

xi

Laboratory code
5 6

xi
xi

Laboratory code
5 6

xi

Laboratory code
5 6

X

xi

7

xi

7

xi

7

7

xi

8

xit

8

8

8

xt

9

9

xi

9

9

xi

10

10

10

10

T, i= Values tend to be too low, high.
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Laboratories 4 and 5 fall within category II, showing that most of the mean values are within
limits but that some of the 2 Standard Deviation bars go outside the established limits. There is a clear
tendency to produce too low values. The length of the bars indicates that the variation occasionally is
too wide. As shown in Fig. 2c, the mean IQC C+ data from laboratory 5 for sero-type Asia and O even
fall below the lower control limit. Reduced assay sensitivity for both assays (Asia and O) may result in
an increased number of wrong negatives.

Laboratory 7 falls within category III because most of its mean values and 2 Standard Deviation
bars are below the lower control limits, e.g. IQC values for all three sero-types for C++ and C+ are
below the lower control limit. Reduced assay sensitivity for all three assays (A, Asia and O) may
result in an increased number of wrong negatives.

Laboratory 8 has submitted IQC results for sero-type O only. It has produced the highest OD
values. Some of the mean and 2 STD values fall above (Ca OD) and others below (PI C++) the control
limits. Therefore, it falls within category II and III.

Laboratory 9 falls within category in, because a number of the mean values and many of the 2
STD bars fall outside the lower control values. The length of the bars is also very wide indicating
considerable variation.

In general, it is concluded that most of the mean data are within limits. Nevertheless the bars of
some laboratories fall outside the lower control limits. The size of variation should be less. This
observation confirms the results of the EQC data where in general lower values than the ones
established by the WRC were obtained. Applying a 50% cut-off the predictive value, sensitivity and
specificity of the assay is acceptable, even if some of the values are close or somewhat below the
limits. It is recommended to monitor the IQC data on a routine basis as a tool to observe any drastic
shift of results and take corrective steps before the assay goes out of control.

3.3. External quality control test panel

3.3.1. Screening assay

This time the EQC samples consisted of three positive sera and two negative sera of sero-type
Ol Manisa as shown in Table V.

TABLE V. EQC

Sample 2

+++

SAMPLES

Sample 8

-H-

Sample 5

+

Sample 10

-

Sample 9

-

Results are based on EQC data supplied from 90% of the laboratories (Laboratories 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8 and 10 (Fig. 3). From laboratory 9 no EQC results were received. Per definition an EQC sample
is included in the overall evaluation if an agreement of at least 80% is reached between participating
laboratories. This was the case for three out of five samples (Table VI). For samples 2, 10 and 9 100%
of agreement between laboratories was established when a cut-off of 50% was applied. For sample 8
and 5 only 78% respectively 67% agreement between laboratories was established. Therefore, these
two samples were excluded.

In comparison to the reference values for the EQC samples as established by the WRL the
participating laboratories produced lower PI values for the three positive samples 2, 8 and 5 and higher
PI values for the negative samples 10 and 9 resulting in a decreased binding ratio. Nevertheless, results
show that all laboratories are capable to detect a strong positive sample and no equivocally result was
obtained for any of the two negative samples. Weak positive sera close to the cut-off are problematical
for a minority of the laboratories, which tested these samples negative, e.g. laboratories 5 and 6 (28%)
obtained negative results for sample 8 and laboratories 5, 6 and 7 (33%) obtained negative results for
sample 5. The closer the sample comes to the cut-off the less agreement between laboratories is
reached and more false negative results appear. These findings result in a reduced assay sensitivity
compared to the values of the test supplied by the WRL.
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Results from 5 EQC samples
Oi Manisa

iple 02

Sample Code
Laboratory Code

FIG. 3. Results from 5 EQC samples per laboratory

3.3.2. Titration assay

Titres for sero-type 01 Manisa were received from six laboratories (Laboratories 1, 2, 4, 5, 6,
and 8) as shown in Table VI. Titres > 1/32 are positive. A good correlation between PI values and
titres was observed.

TABLE VI. EQC RESULTS EXPRESSED IN PI VALUES, TITRE AND AS QUALITATIVE
DATA (+, -)

Lab.
code

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

S

9*

10

WRL

Mean

PI value

74

90

69

76

66

51

79

87

88

89

76

Sample 2

Titre ++,

1/112 (+-

1/181 (+-

(+-

1/90 (+•

1/64

1/45 (+•

( + •

1/181 (+•

(+'

+,- PI
value

(-) 64

t-) 69

t-) 80

t-) 55

*•) 33

*-) 32

h) 55

<-) 77

+) 83

73

61

Sample 8

Titre ++,4

<50 (-H

1/90 (-H

1/90 (-H

1/64

< 1/32 (-;

1/45- (-H
1/90

PI
value

•) 51

-) 68

-) 57

-) 54

i 39

I 26

-) 34

-) 67

-) 67

62

51

Sample 5

Titre ++,+,-

<50 (+)

1/45 (++)

(+)

1/45 (+)

>l/32 (-)
<l/64

1/32

(-)

1/45 (+)

(+)

Sample 10

PI value

28

20

22

15

26

23

2

17

39

1.5

21

Titre ++,-)

<50 (-;

< 1/32 (-;

(-:

< 1/32 (-

<i/i6 (-:

< 1/32 (-;

(-:

<i/32 (-;

(-:

-,- p '
value

> 25

) 23

) 14

) 20

) 8

) 13

) 10

) 22

) 46

3

20

Sample 9

Titre ++,+, -

<50 (-)

< 1/32 (-)

(-)

< 1/32 (-)

<1/16 (-)

< 1/32 (-)

(-)

<l/32 (-)

(-)

*no EQC data supplied
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Basic statistics in Table VII indicate that the mean results as received from nine laboratories for
the five EQC samples are still in agreement with the results established by the WRL, even if in general
lower values were produced for the positive samples and higher values for the negative samples. The
coefficient of variation is higher for the two negative samples as for the positive samples.

TABLE VII. BASIC STATISTICAL DATA ON RESULTS (PI values) OF EQC DATA

Mean

Standard Error

Median

Mode

Standard Deviation

Sample Variance

Range

Minimum

Maximum

Coef. variation (%)

No. of participants

Sample 10

21.33

3.37

22.00

#N/A

10.10

102.00

37.00

2.00

39.00

47.34

9

Sample 9

20.11

3.81

20.00

#N/A

11.42

130.36

38.00

8.00

46.00

56.77

9

Sample 5

51.44

5.14

54.00

67.00

15.42

237.78

42.00

26.00

68.00

29.97

9

Sample 8

60.89

6.31

64.00

55.00

18.94

358.86

51.00

32.00

83.00

31.11

9

Sample 2

75.56

4.16

76.00

#N/A

12.48

155.78

39.00

51.00

90.00

16.52

9

3.3.3. Youden plots

Figures 4a-c show the EQC results for positive samples 8, 5 and 2 as they are plotted in a
simplified Youden diagram. Such a diagram consists of a rectangular plot, on which the individual
laboratory's results for two samples are represented by one dot. The X-axis (horizontal component) of
each dot is the laboratory's result for sample X, while the Y-axis (vertical component) contains the
result for sample Y. The small rectangle inside the Youden diagram represents the mean ± 1 STD
range for both samples.

The Youden diagram helps to identify systematic versus random differences between
laboratories. Laboratories with systematic error components are either in the upper right hand quadrant
(as formed by the line for the means of both samples) or in the lower left-hand quadrant. A laboratory
with results positioned in the upper right hand quadrant and outside the +1 STD range could indicate
that the laboratory's values for both positive samples are too high, possibly due to an increased level
of diagnostic sensitivity of the assay in that laboratory. A laboratory positioned in the lower left
quadrant of the diagram and outside -1 STD range could indicate that the laboratory obtained results
too low for both positive samples as a result of a decrease in diagnostic sensitivity of the assay.
Laboratories reporting results indicating random error are located either in the upper left hand or lower
right hand quadrant and outside the ± 1 STD range.

The diagonal distribution of values indicates that there is a positive correlation between both
samples. The mean value for all positive EQC samples from all laboratories is considerably lower than
the values established by the WRL. The result is a reduced diagnostic sensitivity for some laboratories
in comparison to the WRL, e.g. the results for laboratories 5 and 6 fall outside the 1 STD quadrant in
the lower left extreme indicating that these laboratories consistently produce low results, thus lowering
the diagnostic sensitivity of the assay. Both laboratories identified EQC samples 8 and 5 wrongly as
negative. Other laboratories are located within the 1 STD quadrant (Lab. 1 and 4) or close to the upper
right 1 STD (Lab. 2, 3, 8, and 10) indicating an elevated diagnostic sensitivity, e.g. laboratory 10 has
produced the highest PI values for all samples producing constantly high results. Its result for the
negative EQC sample 9 (PI 46) comes close to the cut-off (50%). Thus, it is likely that this laboratory
may produce wrong positive results due to its systematically elevated diagnostic sensitivity.
Laboratory 7 is located outside the 1 STD only for sample 5 (Figs. 4a and 4c). This laboratory has
identified wrongly negative only in sample 5. This may be due to a random error.

Reasons for the loss of positivity in some laboratories have to be discussed, e.g. handling,
storage dilution of EQC samples.
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FIG. 4b. Modified Youden plot sample 2 and 8
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4. SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

Quality control/quality assurance procedures are essential to testing laboratories as they provide
confidence in test results, as well as informing test operators of unacceptable trends in assay
performance. The assurance that the test results produced are reliable is not only of importance to the
test operator or owner of the animal, but also for all outside interested parties. To achieve this, the
Animal Production and Health Sub-programme of the Joint FAO/IAEA Division has initiated an
external quality assurance programme.

The return of nine EQC test panel results (90%) was very good, although, the objective is to
have 100% returns. The EQC test panel was distributed together with the ELISA kit using a courier
service.

4.1. Questionnaire

It can be concluded, that several laboratories still need to improve their IQC practices, i.e. they
should pay attention to the monitoring and analyses of the IQC data and should regularly check the
calibration of their ELISA equipment. To enhance the monitoring of the internal control data a
document entitled "Internal Quality Control (IQC) of Competitive Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent
Assay for Measurement of Antibodies against Rinderpest and Peste des Petits Ruminants Viruses
using charting methods" is being prepared [4]. Since the principles of analysing and displaying these
data as daily or summarized data charts is similar to all type of ELISA (indirect or competitive) this
information can be used as a baseline for auto-measuring IQC data. Additionally an Excel spreadsheet
for the monitoring of IQC data has been produced and was distributed at the final RCM in Cambodia.
Until other software becomes available, the laboratories should use this software for the storage and
analysis of their IQC data.

The majority of the laboratories (8) informed that they do not calibrate their equipment. This is
a very critical issue, since pipetting errors may be the reason for any kind of variation in an assay. All
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ELISA equipment (reader, pipettes etc.) should be checked and, if necessary, calibrated following the
procedures as outlined by the producer or the respective protocol. Guidelines have been developed to
assist counterparts in checking the calibration of pipettes and ELISA readers and a document entitled
"The Laboratory Wizard - A practical loose-leaf edition guide for all who want to share and update
ordinary information reported from technical staff of diagnostic laboratories world-wide" assists in a
number of good laboratory praxis issues [7].

Different products and versions of ELISA software are in use. The latest version of the
FAO/IAEA ELISA software EDI should be installed as soon as possible and older versions of EDI
deleted. Different ELISA manuals are in use. It is necessary that only the manual that was received
together with the ELISA kit be used.

For the majority of the laboratories power supply, e.g. no power or voltage irregularities, is still
a problem. This has direct impact on the laboratories which use air-condition. Temperature
fluctuations may be a reason for inconsistency of results and improvement in this area is necessary.

The majority change filters and cartridges, but the criteria for the frequency and intervals of
change are not clear. Criteria for the change of filter should be more objective (e.g. conductivity
control or manufacturer's recommendation). A more uniform and controlled approach towards criteria
and frequency in change of filters and cartridges is necessary. The quality of water must be checked on
a more consistent basis to eliminate this important issue as a possible reason for assay variation.

Some of the information supplied in the questionnaire was not clear and could not be evaluated.
Participants are requested to fill in the questionnaire with more accuracy, since the information
supplied is critical for the EQA co-ordinator.

4.2. IQC data

Some laboratories are very efficient in monitoring their IQC data and in applying regular
calibration procedures, e.g. laboratory 7 uses QCEL for monitoring ELISA and laboratory 6 has
produced an Excel spreadsheet, which is used to produce IQC charts. But for most participants there is
an obvious need to improve the routine monitoring of ELISA in most laboratories. These laboratories
should concentrate on storing and analysing ELISA results electronically, e.g. using EDI, Excel
spreadsheets. An IAEA document entitled "Internal Quality Control (IQC) of Competitive Enzyme
Linked Immunosorbent Assay (C-ELISA) for measurement of antibodies against Rinderpest and Peste
des Petits Ruminants (PPR) viruses using charting methods" [4] is being prepared to assist analysis of
IQC data in the laboratory. Availability of IQC data electronically will ease the work of the EQA co-
ordinator considerably.

As part of establishing quality control/quality assurance procedures within a laboratory, the test
operators should maintain control charts themselves. For the EQA rounds the laboratories are
requested to submit copies written on such control charts or electronically e.g. on diskette or as an
E-mail attachment with all relevant information of the last ± 40 plates for external assessment.

As explained in detail in the ELISA manual, the assay data are expressed in OD and PP values
for the Ca, and in PP values for the C++, C+, C-. These data are used to determine whether or not the
test performed within acceptable limits of variability and therefore, whether or not the test data may be
accepted for any given ELISA plate.

Obviously, the test operator should aim to minimize both the 'within plate' and the 'between
plates' variation. While it is likely, that the assay will still give a correct positive or negative value to
the test sera, if the value of a control falls just outside the upper and lower control limit, the results as
such are questionable. The assay must be examined in this situation and the cause for the failure to
obtain controls within the limits determined and corrected. It is not acceptable to carry on testing sera
with controls consistently falling outside the limits. Something is clearly wrong and it must be
investigated and resolved.
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The latest EDI version should be installed in the computer as soon as possible and older
versions (e.g. EDI) should be deleted. EDI will during installation overwrite any present older EDI
version and will also create a new subdirectory 'eqstat.qc' for the automatic storage of IQC data. The
existing subdirectory 'Instatqc' or 'Eqstat.qc' and its file(s) will remain unchanged.

In a number of cases, unacceptable low IQC values for the Ca, C++ or C+ were detected. This
may result in a reduced test sensitivity. These laboratories also had problems in correctly identifying
two of the positive EQC samples. Nevertheless, comparing the results from the EQA exercise in 1996
and this round the laboratories have improved in producing reliable results as an increasing number of
the IQC results are within the UCL and LCL. hi some cases, there is still considerable variation. These
laboratories should take notice of the 'within plate' and 'between plate' variation in their IQC results
and should initiate all necessary measures to reduce that variation. The most likely causes for variation
of the IQC data are given below.

4.2.1. Water quality

Data from the questionnaire shows that the majority of the laboratories are using distilled and
deionized water. The frequency of cleaning or replacing filters and columns varies from laboratory to
laboratory, depending on the type of distiller/deionizer used. The test operator should ensure that the
filter/columns are changed as advised in the manufacturer's documentation. If the test operator still
suspects water quality to be a problem, it is suggested that, if available, an alternative water source is
utilized for the ELISA and results are then compared.

4.2.2. The test operator

Where more than one operator performs the test, it is almost inevitable that greater variation in
results will occur. As long as test operators obtain good test results, there is no problem. However, as
part of quality assurance, the laboratory should aim for high repeatability and precision. Therefore, it
is suggested that test operators carefully compare their results with respect to IQC data and identify
any differences. In this way, possible variations in the technique of performing the ELISA may be
highlighted and necessary steps taken to decrease the variation.

4.2.3. Pipetting precision

This is an important factor in variation, particularly where small volumes are being pipetted.
Often it is the major cause of the differences in variation observed between test operators.

From the inter-laboratory comparison of IQC data it is concluded that most of the mean data are
within limits. Nevertheless, the bars of some laboratories fall outside the lower control limits.
Variation should be less. This observation confirms the results of the EQC data where in general lower
values than the ones established by the WRL were obtained. Applying a 50% cut-off the predictive
value, sensitivity and specificity of the assay is acceptable even if some of the values are close or
somewhat below the limits. It is recommended to monitor the IQC data on a routine basis as a tool to
observe any drastic shift of IQC data and take corrective steps before the assay goes out of control.

4.3. The EQC test panel

hi comparison to the reference values for the EQC samples as established by the WRL the
participating laboratories produced lower PI values for the three positive samples 2, 8 and 5 and higher
PI values for the negative samples 10 and 9 resulting in a decreased binding ratio. Nevertheless, results
show that all laboratories are capable to detect a strong positive sample and no equivocally result was
obtained for any of the two negative samples. Weak positive sera close to the cut-off are problematical
for a minority of the laboratories, which tested these samples negative, e.g. laboratories 5 and 6 (28%)
obtained negative results for sample 8 and laboratories 5, 6 and 7 (33%) obtained negative results for
sample 5. The closer the sample comes to the cut-off the less agreement between laboratories is
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reached and more false negative results appear. These findings may result in reduced assay sensitivity
as compared to the values of the test supplied by WRL. Nevertheless most of the laboratories correctly
identified all EQC samples, indicating that the assay itself works properly and that the majority has a
good proficiency for conducting the assay.

Titres for sero-type Ol Manisa were received from six laboratories (Laboratories 1, 2, 4, 5, 6,
and 8) as shown in Table VI. Titres >l/32 are positive. A good correlation between PI values and titres
was observed.

4.4. EQAP/FMD96a and FMD98a

Overall results show that participating laboratories have a good proficiency in ELISA
performance. Comparing the results from the FMD96a and this round it is concluded that the number
of responds and the quality of EQC and IQC results have improved considerably.

4.5. Recognition

To draw conclusions on the recognition status of the participating laboratories more information
is needed. This can be achieved through further EQA rounds.

Recognized laboratories will receive an FAO/IAEA recognition document. OIE and FAO are
informed accordingly.

5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FAO/IAEA EQA
PROGRAMME

(1) Following the conclusions and recommendations of a consultants meeting entitled: "The
FAO/IAEA External Quality Assurance Programme (EQAP) and Movement Towards a Generic
Veterinary Diagnostic Testing Laboratory Accreditation Scheme" the three pillars of the
FAO/IAEA EQA programme remain IQC, EQC and information supplied through a
questionnaire, but the focus will be on quality management and documentation of specific
laboratory activities through standard operating procedures (SOPs). Participation in the EQAP
will assist in creating a quality management working environment, which will assist participants
— especially from developing countries, who do not count with a national accreditation body —
to bridge the gap between what they have now and formal national or international recognition
of quality management and technical competence [5].

(2) Understanding of the principles of assay validation still widely differs. The basis for any EQA
participation is a correctly validated assay. The paper from R. Jacobson "Validation of
Serological Assays for Diagnosis of Infectious Diseases" is recommended as a guideline to
assist the continuing process of assay validation [3].

(3) For the continued success of the programme, it is of vital importance that participating
laboratories keep to the time limits set by the EQAP Co-ordinator regarding confirmation of
receipt of the EQC test panel and the returning of results. If a laboratory foresees problems in
keeping to the time limits, it is the responsibility of the laboratory to contact and inform their
FAO/IAEA Technical Officer immediately.

(4) The target of the EQAP is 100% participation of laboratories including the return of
questionnaire, IQC, and EQC data. This involves extensive communication between the
counterparts and the FAO/IAEA Technical Officer. As the EQAP becomes more of a routine for
all involved, it is expected that a higher percentage of returned results can be achieved. To avoid
wasting time tracing lost results, EQAP materials, it is recommended that a courier service be
used wherever possible.
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(5) The questionnaire is considered an essential component of the EQAP. It is urged that the
laboratory officers complete the questionnaire as accurately as possible. The information
gathered with the questionnaire will require regular updating by the laboratory officer in charge,
in close collaboration with the test operator, and should be done at least once a year. In some
cases the information provided by the laboratory might need some further clarification. This
will be determined by the EQAP Co-ordinator and FAO/IAEA Technical Officers on an
individual basis during future EQAP rounds.

(6) The maintenance and calibration of ELISA equipment needs improvement in most laboratories.
Relevant documentation has been produced and is being distributed through the EQAP Co-
ordinator and FAO/IAEA Technical Officers [7].

(7) When significant hard ware/software changes are made in respect to the computer linked to the
ELISA reader, the 'Instatqc' subdirectory and its file(s) should not be deleted but copied to a
diskette to save the accumulated IQC data in the '\Instatqc\br.qc' and/or 'Instatqc\bri.qc' files
for future reference and retrieval.

(8) To avoid the 'IQC data' of 'experimental' assays becoming part of the valid, routine IQC data
and to enable the EQAP Coordinator to differentiate between the possible different types of data
submitted on the diskette, it is very important to clearly identify these 'experimental' assays
through the BREIA or EDI programmes, e.g. 'TRIAL01', 'TRIAL02', etc. The data of such
identified plates can then be easily excluded by the EQAP Co-ordinator from the evaluation of
IQC data submitted by the laboratory.

(9) The implementation of a routine monitoring of the IQC data by the participating laboratories is
a major objective of the EQAP. An IAEA-TECDOC has been prepared to provide guidelines to
test operators to plot IQC control charts themselves in order to facilitate the recording and
analysis of IQC data on a day-to day-basis [4].
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